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XXIII.—On Problems connected with Item Selection and Test
Construction. By D. N. Lawley, Moray House, University of
Edinburgh. Communicated by Professor GODFREY H. THOMSON.

(MS. received December 16, 1942. Read March 1, 1943.)

1. IN constructing tests designed to measure mental ability it has been a
common practice to use a fairly large number of questions or items each
of which are marked 1 or o according as the individual tested answers
rightly or wrongly. The question how these items should be selected
so that the test may give maximum discrimination between the brighter
and duller individuals at various levels of ability is a very important one,
and a considerable amount of literature has been devoted to it. There
would therefore seem to be some justification for an attempt, however
slight, at a mathematical treatment of some of the problems connected
with test construction. The method of approach which we shall adopt
has been suggested by an article of Ferguson (1942), and is based on the
elementary theory of probability.

2. We begin by making certain assumptions which, though somewhat
crude, appear to be obeyed fairly well in practice. Firstly, we shall
assume that all the items composing a given test are measuring the same
ability x\ and we may suppose that the scale in which this ability is
measured is so chosen that x is normally distributed over the whole
population of individuals for whom the test is designed, with zero mean
and unit variance.* It is then clear that the probability of a person
passing a given item will depend upon his ability as measured on this scale.
Ferguson has made the hypothesis (using different notation) that the
probability P is given by the relation

-—r
V2J-

2du,

where x measures the ability of the person and a, a are constants for the
particular item.

The value of P will be exactly \ when x = a, so that, following the
nomenclature used in psychophysical work, a may be termed the limen

* The ability of children will generally depend to some extent on age, but in this
case we shall assume that the age-range of the population dealt with is sufficiently small
for the effect of age to be neglected.
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274 D- N. Lawley, On Problems connected

of the item. Clearly, if a is large and positive the item will be difficult,
while conversely if a is large and negative the item will be easy. The
value of the constant a determines how well the item discriminates between
individuals of high and low ability: the smaller the value of a the greater
will be the increase in P for a given increase in x. Thus i/tr may be taken
as a measure of the power of discrimination of the item.

3. Let us now suppose that an item has been tried out on a sample
of individuals of differing ability and that we require to estimate for
that item the constants a and a. Let us further suppose that the in-
dividuals are divided into a number of groups such that the variation in
ability within each group is sufficiently small for us to be able to neglect
it. Let there be m such groups and let the ?th group contain Nf individuals
of ability xt (assumed known). We may denote the number of persons
in the z'th group who pass the item by au and the number who fail by
di = 'Ni — ai. The probability that the sample of persons tested should
answer in such a way that in each group the above numbers pass and
fail is then

n (Pf QJO,
where

1 flzS «_•

V27TJ _„

and
Q, = I - P , .

Applying the method of maximum likelihood we now find the values
of a and a for which the above expression is made a maximum. To do
this we differentiate the logarithm of the expression by a and a in turn
and equate the results to zero. Differentiating with respect to a we have

where

V2TT

We thus derive the equation

Similarly, differentiating with respect to a gives
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with Item Selection and Test Construction 275

The above equations are not in a very suitable form for solving
directly, but if the number in each group is sufficiently large for us to
be able to neglect proportionate errors of order i/VN^ they may be
replaced by simpler ones.

Let pi denote the observed proportion, «,/N,-, of individuals in the ?th
group who pass the item, and let y( be defined by the relation

1 (*' -£
A — 7 = ' %du.

V 217J -00

Then since pt differs from its expected value P,- by only a small quantity
(the standard error of/,- being VPjQ./Nj) we have

Hence

xt-a

where
, 1

Pi—r=€

V21T

Equations (1) and (2) may now be replaced by the equations

where

P.R.S.E.—VOL. LXI, A, 1942-43, PART HI

~ )(**-«) r=°.
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276 D. N. Lawley, On Problems connected

Solving these, we find estimates of a and a given by

where

It will be seen that the process of obtaining the above estimates of
a and a is exactly equivalent to that of finding the linear regression of
y on x by fitting a weighted regression line through the points (xu yt).
The chief approximation which we have made consists in replacing the
true weights N,P,'2/PjQf by the approximate weights N,/,'2/Asrj- How-
ever, even in cases where the numbers N< are only moderately large the
loss of efficiency in estimation is not serious.

The sampling variance of ljaf is easily found to be

while that of &j6 is

In the foregoing discussion it has been assumed that the measures
of ability xt have been previously determined, but in many cases this is
not so, and we are then able to assess the individuals only by their per-
formances on the test which is being tried out. Such cases have been
dealt with by Ferguson (Joe. cit.~), who has given examples of the process
of estimating the constants a and a for various items. The estimates
which he obtains by the '.'constant process" are identical with those
which we have derived above.

4. Now suppose that we have a test containing n items. Then if
Pr = Pr(^r) is the probability of an individual of ability x passing the
rth item, the score obtained by this individual on the whole test will have

n

an expected value of ^ Pr> while its standard error CTE(Z) will be given by

Let us make the assumption that the items all have the same power
of discrimination, i/cr0. There, is of course no reason in practice why
this should necessarily be so; but it appears that in many tests which
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with Item Selection and Test Construction 277

have been carefully constructed the items do not vary very greatly in their
powers of discrimination, so that the above assumption does at least hold
approximately. If, also, the number of items is fairly large we may
regard the distribution of the values of a as being continuous. We may
suppose that the number of items having values of a within the range
a to a + da is

nxp{a)da,

where
CI
J —

i/j(a)da = l.

The true or expected score, F(x), of an individual of ability x will then
be given by

F(*) = «f
where

V277J -

2du

— I e 2"«a dv.
<70V

Hence
<T0V 27TJ - to

where

F(x)=«f g{v)dv,
J - 0 0

1 _f
00 (v-d)'

g{v)= -=\ e
r J - C O

The expression for F(x) is simplified considerably if it be assumed
that the values of a are distributed normally about a mean d with a
variance of of. Again, there is no reason why items should necessarily
be selected to make this so. In many cases, however, the distribution
of a will be approximately normal, and we shall therefore suppose that the
above assumption is satisfied. We shall then have ,

i («-ay

and
, (q-ay |

(v) = ——f e I <v

(«-ay
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278 D. N. Law ley, On Problems connected

Hence, putting *

we find that the expected score of an individual of ability AT is given by

F(x) = = 1 e 2a' dv
0V2J - .

(5)
V27rJ -oo

The observed score of the individual, as distinct from his expected
score, is of course subject to random error, the error variance being
given by

Now

so that
n f°° f / # - a \ l 2 (a~°)' p* cx

— 7 = 1 P f e~ 2Ol> da = n\
a{V 277-J -00 V \ O'O I) J -00J -0

where
. ((i»-a)' («-a)' (a-i)\

r*\ •*>' «•' ••• (da

Hence

ffV 21TJ -.00

- 0 0 J - 0 0

AATTJ -«. 2irVi—pl
where

I I e W-PI) dtdu, (6)
' 21 I
1 — Pi*' -00^-00

" 2 2

* Henceforth the symbol a, without subscript, has a different meaning from that
which it had in previous sections.
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with Item Selection and Test Construction

When x—a., o|(x) is readily found to be

279

n n
— cos"1 px = — cos"
27T 2VT

1 f
•J(i-a)=T0 = —=J«_a«

When x=¥a, the expression for o j ^ can most easily be evaluated by using
Table XXIX of Pearson's (1930) Tables for Statisticians and Bio-
metricians. If (using Pearson's notation) we enter this table with a
value of \{\ - a) given by

then o|(:t) is given by

From the above equation it is clear that the smaller the value of
o\, and hence of plf the greater the error variance o%^xy Since Pi=a\l°2

cannot be negative, a|(J.) will not, however, exceed the value n(TQ-rl),
which is attained when a\ and px are zero; this will happen if the items
selected are all of equal difficulty.

For a certain Moray House intelligence test in which n, the number
of items, was ioo, the value of px was found (by a process to be described
later) to be -259. The table below gives the expected values and the
error variances, as calculated by the above formulae, of the scores in this

.. . . , x — otest corresponding to various values of .

x-a
a

0

o-i
O-2

0-3
0-4
o-5
o-6
0 7

o-8
0-9

r o

Expected Value of
Score, F(x).

50-0
54-0
57-9
6i-8
65-5
69-1
72-6
75-8
78-8
8i-6
84-1

Error Variance of
Score, tr|(:c).

2 0 8
20-7
20-4
19-8
19-0
1 8 0
16-9
iS-6
14-3
13-0
n-6

For the same test it was found that d, the mean value of the liinina of
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280 D. N. Lawley, On Problems connected

the items, was -045, while a was i#3O. Hence, for example, in the case
of a person whose ability is given by # = 0*825 we shall have

x-d 0-78
= = o-6o;

a 1-30

so that his score will have an expected value of 72*6 with a standard
error, o^), of Vi6>9 = 4<i.

5. Since x is normally distributed with zero mean and unit standard
deviation the proportion <f>(x) of the population with ability less than x
is given by

Hence a proportion dsf> .of the population have abilities within the range x
to x + dx and have expected test scores between F = F(^) and
where

1 t1
d<f>=—=e

V27T

n
d¥ = ==

(TV27T
Thus

e 2a* dx.

If a = o and a=i, then

dtft^-dF,
n

and the distribution of the expected score, F(x), is rectangular. In practice,
however, the value of CT0, and therefore that of a, is generally somewhat
greater than unity, and the distribution then has a mode at the point
where

x= —-
cr — i

For two individuals with abilities x and x' the expected value of the
difference between their test scores will be F(#) ~ F(#'). To decide
whether such an observed difference would be considered significant we
should divide it by the standard error of the difference between the two

test scores, i.e. by V c r ^ + a|(a^, thus obtaining the ratio
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with Item Selection and Test Construction 281

Now suppose that x-x' is small Then

Also, if A^ is the proportion of individuals with abilities between x and x',

F(x)~F(* ')=AF=-*l2 la- f^.
a

Hence, for a given value of A<£,

Aoc-x

The above expression is a measure of how well the test as a whole
discriminates at any point. When x=d,

and the expression takes the value
_ a?

Vne*

which for given values of a0 and d is a maximum when a1=o. This
illustrates the obvious fact that in order to obtain maximum discrimination
at a given point, x=d, the items in a test should be selected so that the
values of a are all as near as possible to d.

In general it is clear that the discrimination will be greatest for large
values of x, either positive or negative. It appears, therefore, that the
order in which individuals are placed by their test performance is more
reliable at either end of the scale than in the middle.

6. The mean score of the whole population on the test is obtained by
finding the mean value of F(x), and is given by

e *' "*

* r
•V/27r(ff2 + i ) J -

- d v'

e
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282 D. N. Lawley, On Problems connected

In the same way we may derive the variance of F(x). This is found
to be

V21

*=n~\
2ira vo2 + 2J -00 J -00

a
w r Vo«+ir

277VI ~02J -00 J -
where

(T2 + ]

When d is small the simplest way of evaluating the above expression is
to expand in powers of d. We then have

(9)

In general, the greater the value of p the larger will be the variance,
Op, of the true scores. Now large values of p correspond to small values
of a2. Therefore, in order to spread out well the scores of the individuals
on the test it is necessary to decrease the value of a3 = 0% + <rf as much as
possible. This can clearly be done in two ways. The first of these is to
decrease o%; which means increasing the discriminating power, i/a0, of
the items. The other, and more practicable, method is to select the items
so that the variance of of their limina is as small as possible. It has often
been thought that in constructing a test one should choose items of
widely varying degrees of difficulty in order to discriminate well at
different levels; and this would be correct if the power of discrimination
of these items were larger than it actually is. Unless, however, new
types of test items are discovered having a much greater discriminatory
power than those at present in use (which is unlikely) it would seem best
to choose items which vary within a comparatively narrow range of
difficulty.

The error variance, Oj.^, of a test score is different, as we have seen,
at various levels of ability. The mean value of o|((r), averaged over the
whole population, is however given by

o | = — = j o|w<? 2dx.
V 2TTJ - < O
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with Item Selection and Test Construction 283

Now
- a

where, as before, px = olio3.
Hence

V 2 7 r J -00 2 7 7 ^ 1 — p*J - »

where

Again, when a is small we may write

/ ^ | 4 (11)| (
i+p

The variance, 0%, of the observed test scores may be regarded as
being the sum of two independent components; one of these components
is the variance, cr|, of the true test scores, while the other is due to the
differences between the observed and the true scores. The latter com-
ponent will thus be the mean error variance, erf,. • Hence

<4 = of + o|. (12)

Let us suppose that two parallel, and as nearly as possible similar,
forms of the same test are given to the same population of individuals.
The reliability coefficient of the test is then denned to be the correlation
between the scores on the two parallel forms. It has been shown that
this correlation coefficient is equal to the proportion of the total variance
which is not due to error. The reliability coefficient is therefore given by

Now from equations (9) and (11) we see that while the error variance,
<r|, is proportional to n, the number of items composing the test, the
variance of the true scores, of, is proportional to n2. When n is large,
1—PT = O|,/OT will therefore be of order ijn. It is thus clear that by
increasing the number of items in a test we increase its reliability
coefficient, pj.
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284 D. N. Law ley, On Problems connected

7. When a test containing n items is given to a random sample of N
persons we can find for each person the number of items answered
correctly, i.e. the score of that person. Alternatively, however, we can
find for each item the number of persons who answer it correctly; this
may be termed the score of the item. There is thus a certain reciprocity
between persons and items. For an item with limen o we may derive
the expected value / ( a ) and the error variance o^a) of its score, just as in
the case of persons. We then have

\ e h u \
V277-J-0O 2irVI - pi •» -00

where

V 2Tfi -00

\-^-*&&-***« (is)

Similarly, the mean score of the n items is

while the variance of/(a) is given by

where

Also, the mean error variance of the item scores is

o 2 - -
V

a\ + 1
where, as before,

The total variance a\ of the observed item scores is then given by
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with Item Selection and Test Construction 285

8. By means of the formulae of the last two sections it is possible,
knowing only the mean and variance of both the person and the item
scores, to calculate the constants o ,̂ of and a. If n and N are fairly
large (say not less than 100) and d is small, then to a first approximation

< T J = — sin"1 p = — sin"1

27T 27T \a0 + CTJ + I /

, N« • N« / a\
07 = — sin"1 p = — sin~l I

27T 277 V

These equations are easily solved for o% and a\ in terms of CT| and of,
thus yielding first approximations to 0$, a\ and all the other constants
functionally dependent on them, d is then found from the equation

V~2

Second approximations for a% and o\ may now be obtained by sub-
stituting the first approximation values of the constants in the right-
hand sides of the equations

ms m

T#4I-J^4--cos-1p,
(<72 + iH V i+p) n

The above methods may readily be applied to actual data. When
the true values of £T, £, a | and a? are replaced by estimates obtained by
the method of moments the resulting estimates of o$, a\, etc., will not in
general be fully efficient; but usually only rough values of these constants
are required.

The Moray House intelligence test of 100 items previously referred
to was given to a random sample of 249 children of approximately eleven
years of age. The mean and variance of the individual scores were found
to be 48-9 and 618 respectively, while those of the item scores were 121-7
and 1655 respectively. Thus

N = 249, n= I O ° !

£ r= 48-9, &= 121-7,

0-1 = 618, of =1655.
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286 D. N. Law ley, On Problems connected

Applying the process outlined above we then find that

P - - 2 , \ . =-37o,

Hence of=0-44, 6^—1-26, and a2 = 1-70. It is also found that
The other constants are given by

CTi +

The mean error variance, o|, of the individual scores is now calculated
from equation (11) to be 16-0. Hence, of the total variance of 618 the
part, o§, due to real differences between individuals, is estimated to be
618 - 16 = 602. Using equation (13) the reliability coefficient of the test
is then given by

As a check on this figure the reliability coefficient was calculated by
the so-called "split-half" method, which yielded the somewhat higher
value of -980. It is well known, however, that this method tends to give
exaggerated estimates of the reliability.

It is interesting to compare the results of the last four sections with
those of Walker (1931, 1936, 1940), although he has adopted a rather
different method of approach to the whole problem.

SUMMARY.

9. A formula is adopted which gives the probability of an individual
of given ability passing a test item in terms of two quantities constant
for that item. A method of estimating these two constants is given.
Making certain assumptions concerning the items composing a test,
formula? are then derived giving the expected value and the standard
error of the test score of any person. It is shown that there is a certain
reciprocity between persons and items, and corresponding formula? are
given for the item scores. Finally, the results are applied to actual data
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wtth Item Selection and Test Construction 287

obtained on a Moray House intelligence test, an estimate being made of
the reliability of the test.

In conclusion I should like to thank Professor Godfrey H. Thomson
for his help and valuable criticism in connection with this paper. I
should also like to take this opportunity of thanking the Carnegie Trust
for the Universities of Scotland for grants to cover the cost of the setting
and printing of mathematical formula? in two papers previously published
in the Society's Proceedings.
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